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Abstract
Despite the success of pharmacological treatments for ADHD. The development of effective non-pharmacological interventions remains of a priority for translational science. Unfortunately, to date, the performance of such interventions in well-designed randomised controlled trials, has been disappointing – particularly in terms of controlling core ADHD symptoms. In this talk I will first highlight the need to base ADHD intervention innovation on the principles of translational science informed by a developmental framework. I will then go onto review the meta-analytic evidence for the benefits of three of the most popular non-pharma interventions – Behavioural Parent Training, Cognitive Training and Neurofeedback – describing their strengths and weaknesses. I will then review potential barriers to their effectiveness and ways that these can be potentially overcome – focusing on the targeting and tailoring (precision approaches) and the timing (prevention approaches) of interventions. In the final part of the talk, I will reconsider the purpose of ADHD interventions and how the neurodiversity perspective focuses us more on promoting skills and psychological growth rather than reducing symptoms or remediating cognitive deficits.
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